
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

EVACU B 
Instruction Manual 

 

 

1. Remove the dust cover, pull down on the Velcro strap and lift the EVACU B from the wall. 

2. To release the track system, hold the handlebar and lift the EVACU B to a slightly elevated position. 

Then, quickly thrust downwards towards the ground, causing the track to drop.  Listen for the sound of 

the track snapping into place. 

3. Apply downward pressure to handlebars and maneuver EVACU B to ensure that the track has been 

locked into place. 

4. Slide each baby feet-first into individual pockets. Adjust each head rest to support each baby’s head. 

5. After each row of pockets is full, tighten the safety belt around the pockets, so that the babies are 

secure and held firmly in place. 

6. Slip your left hand through the black nylon tether strap, release the brake by pulling up on the red bar 

and holding it. *Note: Brake must be released at all times when the EVACU B is moving. 

7. Lift the EVACU B so that only the two front wheels are touching the ground and move towards stairs. 

8. Approach the top of the stairs with enough speed to push the EVACU B straight out about 12”, at this 

point the front of the EVACU B will tip forward making the track parallel to the stairs. 

9. Proceed to descend the stairs, while continuing to hold the red bar.  * Note: If a need to stop mid-

descent should arise, release the red bar to engage the brake and the EVACU B will rest independently 

on the stairs. 

10. Proceed to a safe location. 

11. To return EVACU B to storage space: Hook handlebar onto wall mount with track facing you. Push 

BOTH CHROME buttons in which are located on the black telescopic bar, simultaneously. With your 

knee against the cross bar push the track assembly forward.  

12. Secure track with Velcro strap, and cover with EVACU B dust cover.  
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